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Jntroduction: Small chromite grains are common in Fe-rich, or type 11, porphyritic and barred 
olivine chondrules in carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites [I]. They occur as euhedral crystals at 
the margins of olivine grains and appear to have crystallized from the melts after crystallization of 
most of the olivine. Because chromite accepts a wide range of solid solutions, it can potentially 
reveal thermal and compositional histories of the chondrules. The distribution of Mg and Fe 
between chromite and olivine (Kd) depends on T [2], thus the compositions of the two phases in 
type 11 chondrules can reveal liquidus T, or the T of subsequent equilibration events. 
Unfortunately, precise estimates of T are precluded by (1) uncertainty in the T dependence of Kd at 
high T, and (2) the difficulty in some chondrules of identifving the composition of co-crysdking 
olivine in zoned crystals. Useful qualitative estimates can be made, however, as is demonstrated 
below. In addition, some chromite compositional parameters may allow comparison of the bulk 
compositions of type I1 chondrules from chondrite group to chondrite group. The data may be 
particularly useful in characterizing chondrules from CM and CR chondrites because aqueous 
alteration has affected chondrule bulk compositions in these meteorites, and defocussed beam 
microprobe data and neutron activation data may not give reliable estimates of the compositions of 
the original melts. For this study we have analyzed chromite and co-crystaUizing olivine in type 11 
chondrules from CM, CR, CO, CV, H, L and LL chondrites. 

ts for the CO Ch- Data from the CO group serve to illustrate the compositional 
variation of chromite and the factors which control its composition. Chromite in the ALH77307 
(3.0) [3] chondrite spans small compositional ranges within a given chondrule, and much larger 
ranges from chondrule to chondrule. The variation within a chondrule resembles variations in 
composition which have been observed from core to rim of a few larger chromites suggesting that 
the variation reflects fractionation during crysmllization of individual chondrules. The fractionation 
trend is toward lower ~ g / ( ~ g + ~ e + ~ )  (MMF) and ~ r / ( ~ r + ~ l + F e + s )  (YCr) which is what one 
would predict for a system in which olivine is the only other liquidus phase. Kds calculated using 
the compositions of smaller olivine crystals, or the rims of larger zoned crystals, supports an 
igneous interpretation in that it indicates equilibration of the two phases at liquidus-like T of 
approximately 1600- 1700°C (Fig. 1). Large chondrule-to-chondrule variations in MMF and YCr 
most likely reflect variations in chondrule melt composition. 

Data from other COs indicate that chromite compositions are readily changed by mild 
heating (Fig. 1). Data from Kainsaz (3.1) [3] span ranges of MMF and Kd suggesting variable 
reequilibration of Mg and Fe between chromites and adjacent olivine or mesostasis at T below 
1000°C. Chromite in Ornans (3.3) [3] is systematically low in MMF, and Kd is systematically 
high suggesting that the phases equilibrated at T of 60e700°C. The petrologic grades in the 
ordinary chondrites are equivalent to those in the CO chondrites in terms of chromite 
reequilibration. Semarkona (3.0) displays Kds suggestive of liquidus-like T, whereas Bishunpur 
(3.1) displays much larger values indicative of reequilibration at lower T. Meteorites of higher 
petrologic grade (Chainpur (3.4), Sharps (3.4), Parnallee (3.6), Khohar (3.6), Bjurbole (4)) all 
contain reequilibrated chondrule chromites, although in rare cases igneous-like chromite 
compositions appear to have been p r e s d  

C h w e  G r o w  Among the 
carbonaceous chondrite groups, chromites which are free of reheating effects display the same 
ranges of MMF and YCr. Other compositional parameters which may be more directly diagnostic 
of chondrule compositional variation among the groups, such as FeIMn, TiN, Zn and 
~e+3/(Fe+3+Fe+~) (FFF) calculated by charge balance, are also indistinguishable. Bulk meteorite 
compositions display systematic group-to-group variations in these parameters [4]; if similar 
variations existed in type 11 chondrule melts, they are too subtle to detect on the basis of chromite 
composition. 
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Compared with non-reequilibrated chromites in carbonaceous chondrite chondrules, those 
in the LL chondrite Semarkona are higher in YCr (0.83-0.95 vs 00.48-0.87), higher in Zn (0,30 vs 
~0.04 wt%) and lower in FFF (0.06 vs 0.13) (Fig. 2). Chromites in the ordinary chondrites of 
higher petrologic grade listed above have similarly high YCr and Zn (also noted by [5]) suggesting 
that mild heating did not alter these parameters.' The heating does appear, however, to have 
lowered FFF values. The difference in YCr between ordinary and carbonaceous chondrite 
chrornites could reflect differences in Cr/AI of the melts andlor small differences in crysPaUizahon 
histories. The differences in Zn and FFF most likely reflect differences in Zn content and 
oxidation state of the chondrule melts. The oxidation state of type 11 chondrule melts appears to 
reflect the overall reduced nature of ordinary chondrites relative to carbonaceous chondrites. 
However, the relative Zn contents of the melts is the reverse of that shown by the bulk meteorites; 
Zn contents of ordinary chondrites are less than half those of carbonaceous chondrites [4]. 
Discussion: The FFF values for chromite in CO and CM chondrites provide a means of testing 
the hypothesis that chondrule melts were reduced during evaporation in the nebula. By analogy 
with experiments [6] and observations of meteor ablation spheres [a], one would expect Fe 
contents of chondrule melts to decrease with FFF in the melt. Over a wide range of Fe contents 
corresponding to olivine compositions of Fo35 to Fo69, FFF in chromite is unchanged at 
0.1320.03 (la). Thus, the data provide no support for the simultaneous reduction and 
volatilization of Fe which is pdieted by the evaporation modeL 

Type I1 chondrules differ from type I and other chondrules in bulk composition [8] and in 
the common occurrence of relict olivines [e.g. 91. They may have formed from distinct precursor 
materials or have had a distinct history. Type II chondrules are minor in abundance in some 
chondrite groups, and they may have been un- or undmpresented in some previous studies of 
chondrules [e.g. 101. We conclude that the loss of volatile elements by evaporation in type II 
chondrules may have played a minor role in establishing their bulk campositions in agreement with 
other workers [e.g. 111. We also conclude that the Zn content of type I1 chondrules relative to 
bulk meteorite values is substantially higher for ordinarj chondrites than for carbonaceous 
chondrites. This finding contrasts with the general observation that, aside from siderophile 
elements, chondrules display the same elemental fractionations as their host meteorites [e.g. 121. 
The reason for is this not altogether clear. 
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